THE 9th ST.-PETERSBURG AIR LAW CONFERENCE

October 4, 2019
SAINT-PETERSBURG
Dear colleagues! Welcome to the site of the regular scientific and practical Air Law Conference, which has been held for the ninth time in St. Petersburg!

During the years the Conference is gaining in popularity, the number of delegates is growing. In total, the Conference was attended by more than 1000 delegates from different countries, also there were made hundreds of reports. The Ninth Conference will be attended by over 150 delegates, some of them are its regular participants.

As before, the Air Law Conference is a convenient platform for dialogue "without ties" in the scientific community, professional market participants and representatives of public authorities. Especially we want to note the great interest in the Conference from the part of our foreign colleagues, that is a good opportunity for all delegates to expand their professional horizons.

We invite you to St. Petersburg to take part in the 9th Air Law Conference!
ABOUT THE CONFERENCE

Annual Air Law Conference has took place in St. Petersburg since 2010. In this period of time, the Conference has established itself as a reputable platform for discussion of current aviation topics of a legal nature. The 9th Air Law Conference will be traditionally held on the banks of the Neva River.

The Conference is organized by the National Association of Air Law and the AEROHELP Institute of Air and Space Law. Scientific partner of the Conference is the Saint-Petersburg State University of Civil Aviation.

The Conference format is consist of five panel discussions in which the speakers will present their reports. Among speakers there are researchers and practitioners of the aviation community from different countries. The working languages of the Conference are Russian and English, simultaneous translation is provided.

The 9th Air Law Conference will be held with the support of the Federal Air Transport Agency, the Federal Authority of Transport Oversight and the Interstate Aviation Committee. Leading aviation and business media are invited for covering the event.
WITH OFFICIAL SUPPORT OF

Federal Air Transport Agency

Federal Authority for Transport Oversight

Interstate Aviation Committee
THE AUDIENCE

The Conference will be attended by delegates from various countries, including representatives of operators, aircraft owners, ATS units, airports and airfields, aircraft manufacturers, leasing and insurance companies, aviation training centers, law firms and consulting companies, aviation authorities and law enforcement bodies, as well as all those who are interested in improving the legal regulation in the field of civil aviation.

- Company’s executives 20%
- Staff members of contract departments and legal services, lawyers 35%
- The representatives of aviation authorities and law enforcement bodies 15%
- The representatives of the mass media 5%
- Representatives of the scientific community and professional market participants 25%
THE VENUE

The Ninth Scientific Air Law Conference will be held on October 4, 2019 in the outstanding monument of the cultural heritage of Russia - the family mansion of Count Zubov, located in the heart of brilliant St. Petersburg. At present, at the interiors of the Zubov mansion, modeled on the Institute for the History of Arts in Florence are located the Russian Institute for the History of Art, founded by Count Valentin Zubov in 1912. The institute quickly became the center of science and artistic life in the Northern capital.

Many famous scholars, musicians, artists and poets of the Silver Age, including Blok and Yesenin, Meyerhold and Mayakovsky, performed in its walls, and Gumilyov and Lozinsky, Tynyanov and Eikhenbaum taught in its classrooms. Today, as before, scientific, educational, cultural and educational events are regularly held at the Zubov Institute.

Address: St. Petersburg, St. Isaac's Square, 5.
THE PROGRAMM

October 3\textsuperscript{rd}, 2019 (Thursday)

19.00-22.00  Welcome Reception

October 4\textsuperscript{th}, 2019 (Friday)

09.00-09.45  Registration of delegates and welcome coffee
09.45-10.00  Welcome addresses
10.00-11.15  Panel Discussion “Legal and operational relations of Civil and State aviation. Integration or separation?”
11.15-11.45  Coffee Break
11.45-13.00  Panel Discussion “Air Traffic Control in densely and thinly populated areas: similarities and differences”
13.00-14.30  Lunch
14.30-15.45  Panel Discussion “Civil Liability of Airlines and Manufacturers”
15.45-17.00  Panel Discussion “The impact of sanctions against Russia on the international air transport market”
17.00-17.30  Coffee Break
17.30-18.45  Panel Discussion “Sharing airspace with manned and unmanned aircraft”
18.45-19.00  Closing remarks
19.30-22.00  Gala Dinner
THE TERMS OF PARTICIPATION

The participation fee per one delegate is **550 EUR**.

If the same organization (company) is represented by **2 delegates**, **10% discount** shall apply for each delegate.

If the same organization (company) is to participate through **3 or more delegates**, a **15% discount** shall apply for each.

A participating delegate, who has regularly attended the AEROHELP Air Law Conference (St. Petersburg) or the LUISS Air Law Conference (Rome) or the International Air Law Forum (Shanghai), is entitled a **20% discount**.

European Air Law Association (EALA) members and European Aviation Club (EAC) members, Helicopter Industry Association (HIA) members and Operators and Developers of Unmanned Aircraft Systems Association (AERONET) members are subject to **25% discount** for participation.

The participation fee for students, undergraduates, graduate students, competitors and teachers is **80 EUR**.
A good tradition of the Conference is the organization of the Welcome Reception the day before the opening of the Conference, where delegates can meet and greet each other in an informal atmosphere. The presence of already established contacts between the delegates positively affects the fruitful work of the Conference.

Welcome Reception will be held at Gastropub of the Metropole restaurant located at the address: St. Petersburg, Sadovaya, 22/2.
After the Conference, all participants are invited to the Gala Dinner in the Majestic Hall of the Metropol restaurant located at the address: St. Petersburg, Sadovaya, 22/2.

At the Gala Dinner participants will be able to sum up the results of the Conference, discuss the exciting topics in an informal atmosphere.
CONTACTS

Secretary of the Organizing Committee

Oleg Aksamentov
+7 911 961 61 96
+7 800 500 17 66 ext.111
oleg@aerohelp.com